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Abstract— Now a day the data sent through the network is 

not safe because of unauthorized users or hackers. It is 

necessary to safeguard the true nature of the messages sent 

.The project entitled “Security mechanism to protect data 

from malicious node using Duplicate Address Detection 

Algorithm” mainly focuses on these issues during the 

transmission of information the unauthorized users are 

found using Duplicate Address Detection Algorithm and are 

eliminated. Also the messages sent were checked for any 

duplication using RSA algorithm. Finally correct messages 

will be sent through the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In traditional system there are a lot of security issues. Secure 

data transmission has been a dream to most of them, later 

various algorithms were found out. A data transmission may 

have various attacks which are classified as active attack and 

passive attack. Some examples include masquerade 

modification of message denial of service etc. So data is 

transmitted securely with various difficulties. Though there 

are many different algorithms available, they does not 

provide as much as security required there are both 

advantages and disadvantages in the algorithms. 

Introduced before such as DES, AES etc.. In order 

to overcome the disadvantages of the existing system, the 

current system is being proposed. The algorithm used in the 

project has been used to transmit the data securely and also 

identify the network with illegal ip address. It has been used 

to find whether the message is received from legal user or 

not. In day to day life the data being transmitted is not 

secure because the hacker tries to hack the data during 

transmission there is no security ensured. Many threads such 

as hackers, virus, etc.... are present so it is major issue in 

establishing secure transmission of data. 

There are algorithms such as RSA, which is used 

for data transmission with secure and efficiency which is 

used to send the huge(1024 bits) amount of data. RSA is one 

of the first practicable public-key cryptosystems and is 

widely used for secure data transmission. In such a 

cryptosystem, the encryption key is public and differs from 

the decryption key which is kept secret. Duplicate address 

detection algorithm is performed on all address, 

independently of whether they are obtained via stateless 

auto configuration. It is mainly used to detect the duplicate 

address. To transmit the secure data to the original node 

using the above algorithms. Using RSA algorithm to protect 

the data from the hackers and transmit the original data to 

the receiver and the duplicate address detection algorithm is 

used to find the fake node. RSA algorithm to protect the 

data from the hackers and transmit the original data to the 

receiver. The duplicate address detection algorithm is used 

to find the fake node. The objectives of proposed system 

are: 

 To provide as much as security to the information 

without minimal data loss. 

 To provide high security for high dimensional data 

 To reduce complexity and risk in the project 

 To solve problem of data dependency 

 To  eliminate the possibilities of data loss 

II. RELATED WORK 

In current technology hackers can hack the information 

easily using much new upgrading technology. In day to day 

life the data being transmitted is not secure because the 

hacker try to hack the data during transmission there is no 

security ensured in current scenario. Many threads such as 

hackers, virus, etc.... are present. So, it is major issue in 

establishing secure transmission of data. During the 

transmission of data their may be a data corruption which 

introduce unintended changes to the original data.  In 

transmission we do not known whether the receiver node is 

original or not. The data will send to the receiver. In current 

technology we can only send information. There is no the 

software to find whether the node is secured or not and 

whether the information sent by the sender is hacked by a 

third person. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The transmission of data cannot be sent securely in between 

the transmission. So to enhance the data is secure and detect 

the node is fake or original. In current technology it can 

have many algorithms to hack the data so that the data 

cannot be secured. The sender can loss their secret 

information. The receiver can only receive the non secure 

data. If the receiver node is fake the sender cannot send the 

data to fake node. 

The proposed system briefly explains about the two 

important algorithms which is explained below: 

  RSA algorithm can be used to send huge amount of 

data (1024 bit) and sent with security. It uses the secret 

public key so that the hackers will be not able to hack the 

data. It is more secured to encrypt the key. Duplicate 

address detection algorithm is used to find the fake address 

in the wireless network. It is mainly used to detect the fake 

address and which node is fake. It generates the duplicate 

node. The data will be sent only to the original node without 

interruptions between the tranmission.To avoid this   

problem in the wireless network by using this system. It is 

an algorithm to encrypt and decrypt messages. Here one key 

is kept public and other key is kept private. Only the public 

key will be known to everyone. The key can be generated by 

various formulas. 
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

A. System Architecture: 

 
Fig. 1 

B. Duplicate Address Detection Algorithm– Algorithm 

Design: 

To ensure that all configured addresses are likely to be 

unique on a particular link, nodes run a duplicate address 

detection algorithm on addresses. The nodes must run the 

algorithm before assigning the addresses to an interface. The 

duplicate address detection algorithm is performed on all 

addresses. The auto configuration process that is specified in 

this document applies only to hosts and not routers. Because 

host auto configuration uses information that is advertised 

by routers, routers need to be configured by some other 

means. However, routers probably generate link-local 

addresses by using the mechanism that is described in this 

document. In addition, routers are expected to pass 

successfully the duplicate address detection procedure on all 

addresses prior to assigning the address to an interface. 

Auto configuration is performed only on multicast-

capable links. Auto configuration begins when a multicast-

capable interface is enabled, for example, during system 

start-up. Nodes, both hosts and routers, begin the auto 

configuration process by generating a link-local address for 

the interface. A link-local address is formed by appending 

the interface's identifier to the well-known link-local prefix. 

A node must attempt to verify that a tentative link-local 

address is not already in use by another node on the link. 

After verification, the link-local address can be assigned to 

an interface. Specifically, the node sends a neighbour 

solicitation message that contains the tentative address as 

the target. If another node is already using that address, the 

node returns a neighbour advertisement saying that the node 

is using that address. If another node is also attempting to 

use the same address, the node also sends a neighbour 

solicitation for the target. The number of neighbour 

solicitation transmissions or retransmissions, and the delay 

between consecutive solicitations, are link specific. These 

parameters can be set by system management. If a node 

determines that its tentative link-local address is not unique, 

auto configuration stops and manual configuration of the 

interface is required. To simplify recovery in this instance, 

an administrator can supply an alternate interface identifier 

that overrides the default identifier. Then, the auto 

configuration mechanism can be applied by using the new, 

presumably unique, interface identifier. Alternatively, link-

local and other addresses need to be configured manually. 

 Node X is going to assign IP address A on its 

interface. 

 Interface “I” joins the multicast  groups 

1.FF02::1(“all nodes”) 

2.FF02::1:FF00:0:A’(the solicited-node 

multicast address <<all nodes with 

IP=A>>) 

 Is there any NS queries?(dst 

ip=FF02::1:FF00:0:A,scr ip=::)  

 X sends NS query (dst ip=FF02::1:FF00:0:A,src 

ip=:) 

 Is there any NA (flag s==0) sent to address 

FF02::1? 

 Is case of events 3 or 5-the address is not unique 

 Else the address is unique Must be performed on all 

uncast address(expert for any cast) 

C. RSA– Algorithm Design: 

RSA is a cryptosystem for public-key encryption, and is 

widely used for securing sensitive data, particularly when 

being sent over an insecure network such as the internet. 

Public-key cryptography, also known asymmetric 

cryptography uses two different but mathematically linked 

keys, one public and one private. The public key can be 

shared with everyone, whereas the private key must be kept 

secret. In RSA cryptography, both the public and the private 

keys can encrypt a message; the opposite key from the one 

used to encrypt a message is used to decrypt it. This 

attribute is one reason why RSA has become the most 

widely used asymmetric algorithm. It provides a method of 

assuring the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-

reputability of electronic communications and data storage. 

          Many protocols like Open PGP, S/MIME, and 

SSL/TLS rely on RSA for encryption and digital signature 

functions. It is also used in software programs are an 

obvious example, which need to establish a secure 

connection over an insecure network like the Internet or 

validate a digital signature. RSA signature verification is 

one of the most commonly performed operations in IT. 

D. Security: 

Cryptography is gaining favor with many security experts as 

an alternative to RSA for implementing public-key 
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cryptography. It can create faster, smaller and more efficient 

cryptographic keys. Much of today’s hardware and software 

is ECC-ready and its popularity is likely to grow as it can 

deliver equivalent security with lower computing power and 

battery resource usage. The main advantage of RSA 

algorithm is its security. 

V. SYSTEM MODULES 

1) Recognizing the receiver node is original  

2) Process of sending data 

3) Identifying whether the hacker is hacking the 

information or not 

4) Receiver receives the original data 

A. Module Description: 

1) Recognizing the Receiver Node Is Original 

When a sender is transmitting the information to the 

receiver, first it identifies whether the receiver node is 

original. Then it will find the node is secured or not. It also 

helps us in finding whether the address detection algorithm 

is used. If the node is a fake then the data will not be sent to 

the receiver. 

2) Process of Sending Data 

The accurate data will be sent to the receiver. After 

recognizing the receiver node is original. For this detection 

algorithm is used. The data will be sent along with the key. 

RSA algorithm is used to decrypt the key. 

3) Identifying Whether the Hacker Is Hacking the 

Information or Not 

When the sender sends the data before the receiver receives 

it. The data will be hacked by the hacker or an unauthorized 

person. Here we are going to find whether the information is 

hacked, using detection algorithm.  

4) Receiver Receives the Original Data 

If the data is secured and if no hacking   takes place, the 

particular information will be delivered to the receiver as the 

original data sent by the sender. If the node is original after 

the data is received by the receiver, we are going to send a 

notification to the sender. In that notification we are 

notifying the sender is that the data has been reached to the 

destination and secured. 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

In day to day life the data being transmitted is not secure 

because the hacker try to hack the data during transmission 

there is no security ensured in current scenario. Many 

threads such as hackers, virus, etc.... are present.  In 

transmission we do not known whether the receiver node is 

original or not. The data will send to the receiver. In current 

technology we can only send information. There is no the 

software to find whether the node is secured or not and 

whether the information sent by the sender is hacked by a 

third person. So to enhance the data is secure and detect the 

node is fake or original. 

The above disadvantage can overcome the following steps 

1) Recognizing the receiver node is original 

2) Process of Sending data 

3) Identifying whether the hacker is hacking the 

information or not 

4) Receiver receives the data. 

 

A systematic template and its procedures are designed 

for security in wireless network. Its provide the security for 

the data transmission, find the hackers details and detect the 

fake node. Finally sent the secure data to the destination 

node. 

 
Fig .1: 

 
Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 3: 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In current technology hackers can hack the information 

easily using much new upgrading technology. In day to day 

life the data being transmitted is not secure because the 

hacker try to hack the data during transmission there is no 

security ensured in current scenario. Many threads such as 

hackers, virus, etc. are present. A systematic template and its 

procedures are designed for security in wireless network. Its 

provide the security for the data transmission, find the 

hackers details and detect the fake node. 

Some special features for this project: 

 It provides the security in data transmission. 

 It detects the fake node. 
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